GET BACK THE 1ST OF MAY!
Monti’s government is pursuing a politic of hard attacks against the worker’s rights.
If on one side he’s diminished the company’s taxation, on the other he’s increased the direct and
indirect taxes and decreased the detractions on worker’s wages.
He’s increased the kindergarten’s fees, the Hospital’s fees and furthermore he’s increased the
retirement age to 67.
The last tough attack has involved the job’s market counter reform.
With this changes we will have the 18 bill being modified, with the result of having the reintegration
policy eliminated, the gradual suppression of the Cassa d’Integrazione Ordinaria (Form of income
support), being substitute by the unemployment check, and the empowerment of the internship
contracts, this meaning the workers would have less guaranties and much less salary. Plus it could
happen that these changes would affect also the public state employment system, in such a delicate
moment, in which all of the public’s administrations are no more profitable and productive.
With this we are having more and more unemployed people!
Who’s paying the price of this hard crisis? With the previously described changes the workers are
the only ones to pay it!
In this messy situation our labor’s parties and trade unions, that have been playing with our rights
for years, decreasing our life style’s conditions, signing the worst contracts ever, are now claiming
social equines, pretending to be the very worker’s defense. They are stressing not important
changes, as truly important, making them seem as the best knights of our rights.
They are constantly making us believing that they can make more than assuring social-peace and
maintain their privileges, although the powerlessness that they are condemned to.
WE believe in the self-assessment, through many forms of organization and support that has NOT to
pass through the ways of the bureaucracy! They must make one big union with the workers of the
delocalized factories and whom are struggling for our same aspirations all over the word.
As are doing the Esselunga’s worker in Pioltello, and all of the other thousands of workers that have
been blocking our highways for days, as the migrant workers of Nardò did the last summer, as the
port workers did in Oakland that claimed the general strike for the coming 1st of May and as the
Argentinian workers did after the crisis of the 2001, that have occupied tens of companies and
industries and are still resisting showing the world that another type of system is truly possible!
We must start to have the Word back, the possibility to decide what we do and how we do it, to
gain a 1st of May of international struggle, to give voice to who is fighting and resisting.
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Let’s gather all together on the 1 of May in Piazza delle Erbe in Padova.
We are having public speeches, listening true story through the direct voice of the damaged workers,
the students and all the people who lost their jobs!
We have to share our experiences and help us find the way to fight together in order to obtain what
we really want.
Free assembly self-organized by students and workers
fip via Marzolo 3/a
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info at: baracca-occupata@autistici.org

